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SUMMARY
A system for calculating the physical properties of
supersonic rotational flow with axial symmetry and super-
sonic rotational flow in a two-dimensional field was
determined by use of the characteristics method. The
system v_as applied to the study of external and internal
flow for supersonic inlets with axial symmetry. For a
circular conical inlet the shock that occurred at the
lip of the inlet became stronger as it approached the
axis of the inlet and became a normal shock at the axis.
The region for which strong shock occurred increased with
the increase . the angle of internal cone at the lip of
the inlet. For an inlet with a central body the method
of characteristics was applied to the _esign of an
internal-channel ,shape that, theoretically, results in
very efficient recompression in the inlet; it was
shown that if an effuser is connected with the diffuser
a body of revolution with very small shock-wave drag can
be determined.
INTRO_ICTION
The characteristics method for the detenaination of
supersonic phenomena was first used by Prandtl and Busemann
for two-dimensional flow (references i and 2). For flow
with axial symmetry Frankl (reference _) used the method
of characteristics for determining the shape of a super-
sonic circular effuser with uniform exit velocity, and
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Ferrari (references _; and 5) independently used the char-
acteristlcs method for' determining su_ersonic ohenomena
for every type of boundsry condition, Subsequently
Guderley (reference 6) and Saner (reference 7) transformed
the system prooosed by Frsnkl and Ferrart and obtsined a
different analytical solution of the problem. In all
ao_lioations the hypothesis of ootent_al flow was made;
therefore the equation of ootential flow was used.
_-_n shock waves that are not n!ane (tv_,o.-d_mens_onal
flow) or conical (flow with axial symmetry) o,_cur in
uniform flow the variation off entro?y across the shock
is not constant, and ths flow behind the shock is no
longer isentronic and becomes rotstionsl. If the varia-
tion of entrooy is sms-ll, the effect of rotat._on of the
flow is not important for determini.ng the pressure d_istri-
bution along a body and the theory of notential flow
gives correct results. If the shoclr wavo is strong and
_:_,"_ f the rotationhas isrge curvature_ however, the ,,_fect o
° -rta_,t and the. flow must be considered asbecomes imoo ,:.:.,
rotational.
The 1_ethod of cbarr_ct_ristics can be extended to
aop!y to rotst_ona! flow if, in place of the potential
f{mction f'or the differ,_ntial eauation of mot_an_ the
stream function consi@ered by Crocco (refc_renco c) is
used. With the characteristics method for rotationa!
flow a more e_mct determination can be n_ade of the shap_
of the shock wave and the distribution.'of v31ocity and.
pressure for ohenomena in which the effect of rotation
is imoortant, as in the internal flow t_hr?:agh supersonic
inlets. The _rocsd<re o_Y numerical cal0u!atlon is si_i!ar
and not much merG comolicaced than that used for tho cas_
of potentia! flow with ax_l s_m,motry.
SYMB, L_
P
P
S
V
V_
_re _ s_._r,B
density
entropy, _._echanlcal units
ve Io a_ ty
_[ach numbsr
limitin_ w_locity corresponding to adiabatic
exoans_on to zero pr,_ssur_
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W
soeed of sound
ratio of veloc, ty to limiting velocity (_7)
a
V_
U x-component of relative velocity
V y-comnonent of relative velocity
Cartesian coordinates
Mach angle <arc sin
angle between velocity V and x-axis, radlans
angle between tangent to shock and @irection .of
velocity of flow in front of shock
deviation of direction of velocity across shock
wave
angle of polar coordinate in conical field
potential function
stream function for rotational flow (see equa-
tion (l!))
¥ ratio of specific heat at constant pressure and
constant volume
R gas constant
n normal to streamline
= sin _ tan _, sin q0
cos (q_ + _)
_ sin _ tan _ sin qO
m
cos (_- _)
H, L, K, and N defined by equation (14)
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_i = XA - XB
{0 : Xc - XA
WA
WB
g = i +--
_0
e --
s in _A
cos (_A + _A)
f --
sin _B
cos (_- _)
r : tan _A + h tan _B
A
SB- SA i
yR e + gf
Subscripts:
chs_iber condition (zero-velocity adiabatic trans-
formazion)
A points of first fmmily
B points of s,3cond family
quantities in the points calculated from A
and B
X derivative with resnect to x
Y derivat_[ve w[th respect to y
a ahead of shock
b behind shock
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q°Cn value corresponding to value of _ at point Cn
Cn at point Cn
CHARACTERISTICS NETHOD FOR SUPERSONIC POTENTIAL
FLOW WITH AXIAL _YI..I_ETRY
The @ifferential equation for potential flow with
axial symmetry (reference 4) is
6x 2 + - -- 6y 2
ALt. + v = 0
a 2 6x6 y Y
(i)
In supersonic flow some lines can be individuated
(characteristic lines) that divide the flow into two
regions for which the values of' {, _x, and _y along
the line are different. For every point of the flow two
characteristic lines can be determined; every line is
inclined at the Y ach angle with respect _o the direction
of the velocity at the point, and therefore the character-
istic iincs can be divided into two f_unilies on the basis
of the sign of the angle of the characteristic line with
respect to the direction of the velocity. A fsmily that
is usually called the first family is defined by the equa-
tion
dy
---" tan (_ + e,_) (2)dx
and the other family (second far,!ily) is defined by
dy
_--_- tan (m - [_) (x)
The variation of the quantities that define the
velocity (qo and V) along a characteristic line is
given by the following equations from reference 5:
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For the first family,
dV d_
- dq_ tan _- 7,-"- 0
V y
and for the second family,
dV dx
+ d_0 tan _ - m-- = 0 (5)
V y
where
as
and m are trigonometric expressions defined
M
sin tan
cos +
m -
sin _ sin co tan
cos (?-
(6)
If the direction of the velocity and the Mach nu_mber
at two points near each other (points A and B in fig. I)
are known, the direction of the v_locity and the i4ach
number at a point C oiven by the intersection of the t_qo
characteristic lines of different family starting from
points A and B can be determine@. Because the distances BC
I
and AC are small, all the coefficients of e,iuations (_)
and (5) can be considered constant and coincident to the
corresponding values at points B and A, and the tangents
to the characteristic lines at points A and B can be
substituted for the characteristic lines from point A to
point C and from point B to point C. In this case the
lines AC and BC are straight lines. The line BC is
inclined at an angle _ - _ _vith respect to the x-axis
and the line AC is inclined at an angle ¢_ + _ with
respect to the x-axis. Equation (_i) can be applied for
the line AC where
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dx - x_ - xA
Y= YA
V=V A
_ = _A
and. equation (5) can be aoolied for the llne BC where
dx = xC - xB
y= y_
V-V B
PE
Iii ----"mB
For practical use equstions (4) mud (5) are combined and
transformed by means of the ratio W of the velocity V
to the limiting velocity V_. This ratio is defined as
r_2 _ 1
=1 + 2 osln'-i? (7)
Y- 1
and the following equations are obtained:
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t w__A ) AdgA an [_B + WB tan _A : I WB (q°A- _B)tan _B
YB _....
($)
0?_'A (Xc - XA) _A
--= tan _A dqA +
WA YA
(9)
W C = WA + dW A
9C = _A + d._A
} (lo)
7ith the method of characteristics (reference _) it
can be shown that if a deviation of a streamline which
wets the body occurs, the phenomena on the corner are
regulated by the s_me laws that regulate the two-dimensional
flow; therefore, t,]-e tangents of every characteristic line
starting from the corner are known. If the initial flow
conditions :re kn:_wn, the step-by-step calculation of all
, _ __,v,, in the entire field_he physical _ro_)e_t es of t?.,_e .....
is permitted, particularly the calculatfon of the shape
of the shock wave and the 01_essure ,Jistribution along any
body of retTnlution r_ith axial sm:rLetrical flow in cases
in which the hypothesis of oeten_'_al flow is correct.
CHARACTERISTICS METHOD FOR %UPER%0__!C ROTATIONAL
FLOW WITH AXIAL Sk2.{]7.ETRY
Supersonic perfect flow is rotational when the flo_v
is preceded by a shock wave and when the variation of
entropy across the shock wave changes from noint to point
behin_ the shocx. In _his case _h<_ trau:_f_)rmat_on of the
fluid along every streamline is i_cntr<opic until another
shock v_'ave occurs in _he flui,J (referemce $).
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If a stream function _ is assumed to be defined
by the following equations from reference 8:
i
,y = yu(1 - w2) _-I
i
*x = -yv(l - W2)Y-I
(Ii)
the equation
vx - Uy
f(_) - "" (12)
Y
?-i
y(l - W2)
is a function of only the stream function _ (reference 8)
and therefore from the equations of state, continuity,
energy, and steady motion the following equation can be
obtained:
(13)
Equation (13) is a _,onge-Amnere equation, and if
u 2
H= i --
c2
v2
L: i ---
c 2
UV
K -
c2
T+I
ya(l_ _v2)r---_{W2_kca_ f(*)
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two characteristic families with the following equations
can be obtained:
For the first family,
dx H V H2 H
"i)_y x N
-- = 0
+ H
(16)
and for the second family,
dy K _IK_2 Ldx H H
(17)
....i')*xx + + - *yx +- = o (18)H
If
yields
n is the normal to the streamline, equation (ii)
2
_@x2 + ,_y2 = y2_j2(l . W2) 7-I
and
/d_,h2
= <d'?) = grad2 *
(19)
curl _ x ] i i ds (20)
= -- grad s -
a2 yR _R dn
because s is constant along every stremnline; therefore
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f(¢) -
7- 1 Ida i
2Y R dn i
yW ( I - W2 ) Y- I
I].
_2_)
and the following exoressions can be obtained:
I i
- T+,2
+ _(i . wa) _-i
_- 1 - Wx
yx
I
dx
i
-__+__i
2y.lW..( I - W2 ) _-I
_- 1
_X
\
J
(22)
'_hen equations (21) and (22) are subst_.tuted in equations
(]-5) 'and (17) _nd (16) and (18) and the Mach angle and
the velocity are _,xoressed in po!sr coordinates, equ&tic, ns
(15) and (17) becom_
= tan (p + m)
dx
(first family) (23 )
d__ = tan (qo - [5)
dx
(second f_-ml ly ) (2h.)
and equat,_ons (16) end (18) become
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__d:<__ tc_n _ dq) ---,,dx". dx ds s_.n3_,
W y dn yR _os [_+'-_ ° = 0 (f_rst family) (2 5)
dW+tan _<do dx dx ds s_n38 = 0 (second family) (26)
Equations (23 ) an@.(_4) sr._ identical to equstions
for ootentia], flow (2) and (_)_ and equations (25) and
(26,) are sim_isr to sq_atlons for. potential f].ow (b.) and (5)_
diffe_.%ng oni:,, by the term '_, th,:,t conta'n ds. Equations
..- _:-_ -_ . a,,on of the(2}) tn (26) pe:_it ,_ st e_ b ,_,,e . c9icul t'
_ntropT, intensity ,'_f velocity, and dir, ect[,,n of' __-'-
" " CONG_ '..±veloc?_ty if the initial, and boundary :'_'ons are known.
._. known for two oointsTf all t_ nilus'_ca] _roperties a_
A and B and if' the _v,'_ points are close ta each :,ther,
the ,_ "'_ _ _t_:nc.:_.nb_,to the charaat.eristic lines _t the oc,_nts A
and B can _,,. suost_t.<,,,.d for the cha_._-:cteristi._ iin_s
w]th c!oso aporoximat-_ton. In th_.s way _ point C can be
..,.r_,--.t,@r_ined es _,_h,_ int_;rs_ction of the seoond chars_*_'_tic_._-_,
li_,-'_..,_of' point -_ ,','*_",,,__,the flrst chsracteristic line of
point A (_" becaus._ _, and _ s_re known for the
.-ig. i) ,
-_,_ pts A an_ _
For the charscteristlc lines ef the first family,
equ_tfon (25) gives the variation of _ and W from
point A to point C, .:.rdall the coefficients are known
and. n_--.-_._o__._._ond ',;,_.t_,-,__:._cor f{"cie_rts..._ . for no'nt A; only the
term d s is unkno,.,,_n. From eq_-t_on (26) the v,)__,iaticn
of <. and W from _o!ntB to point C can be determined_
ds
and all other terms, czceot --_ sre known and equal
dn d s
to the. vaiu_s for point. B. The term _ can be, det_rmzn,_
dn
{_) points A snd B.from the value of the entropy, r
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Fro]_ f!gure_ 2, In equst_an (2 5 ) the te_,_m d--_dsc_n _oe
wrl tten as
ds (_C - sA) cos (_A + _A)
-- : (27)
dn (x C - x A) sin _A
and in eclu._Lt_.on (26) can be _,_rritten as
ds (sC - SB) cos (_B- PB)
-- = (28)
dn (x C - XB) sin [;B
If the points A anti B are close Zo each other and the
variation of entropy is gradual, equation (_5) can be
writ_en as
f__= s_ - s_ (29)
dn sin _A sin _'B
(xC - xi) + (=C - xB)
cos (:,:_i+ 9A) cos (_B- _B)
an d d s
-- cam be considered equal in equations (25) an_ (26).
dn
In this case --ds is known; therefore q0 and _l_ can be
@n
calculated for ooint C. For practical calculations equa-
tions (25) and (26) s]iould be tra_Isforraed into two equa-
t._ons (equations (_I) and (32)) each of which contains
only one of the unknown terms dY_ and dq0.
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For simplicity, let
E 1 = xA - x B
_0 - Xc - XA
W
g= i+--
A_ : _A - _B
'vVA
h - --
WB
sin _A
cos (_A + _PA)
f _--"
sin @B
cos (_ - DB)
r -- tan [JB + h tan _A
SB- SA i
yR e + gf
(3o)
Than the following equations can be obtained:
r d_A= I- h-A@ tan _B + A(gf sin2_B-he sin2_B) +"
YB YA
d\_:A _ 0 _A
- tan PA d@A + A@ sin2_ A ÷
W A .FA
(32)
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sC - sA + AeyR (33)
9C - CPA + dq)A (34)
WC : WA + dWA (35)
sin2 @C- Y- 1(i12 :., 2 - 1)
(36)
_OmB g _oh_A
In equation (31) the terms and become
YB YA
very imoortant as y approaches zero, near the axis of
the body; therefore, in this region the distance between
the points considered must be reduced to obtain sufficient
accuracy.
CHARACTERISTICS r{_ETHOD FOR TRO-DIr_[ENSI ONAL
SUPERSONIC ROTATIONAL FLOW
In two-dimensional flow an equation similar to equa-
tion (13) can be obtained if a soecial stream function
defined by the following eqiation is assumed (reference 8):
I
_,:_ = u(Z -w2)y-1
1
"_x = -v(l - W2) Y-1
(37)
In this case the equation of motion (equation (13)) becomes
(reference 8 )
-  'xx-VZ* y+ -c2] yy- \17- / ],
16 Fs_3:_ ¸7',7__ )To. __-_'-'_L'
Equation (35), like equation (13), is a Monge-Ampere
equation and _Grmits the c_ete:_mination of t_;o equations
that cefine the cba_acte_istic !in_s and two equations
that give the variation of the velocity along the char-
aoteristlc lines. The equation with transfon,uations
analogous to _he case of three-_imensiona! flow can be
written in the fellowing form:
dy
= tan (_ + q_) (first f&mily) (39)
dx
dy
= tan (O- _) (second family) (_O)
dx
__ dx ds sin3_dJ tan _ d_0
W TR dn cos (_+_)
=0 (first faz.,liy ) (_i)
_+ tan _ @40-
"AT
@x ds s In5
_R dn cos (_-_)
=0 (second family) (_2)
Equations for (? and dW similar to equations (31)
and (}2) can be obtained from equations (Pq) to (42) by
using e:_uation (29) for the exoreSsion d._s_ as follows:
dn
r dq)A 1 - h - Aq<: tan Po +" (o sin2,',_:_ - s_n }_k)([})
dL A
: tan PA dq_ + Ae sin2_ a
WA
sC : sA + AeIR
9C = @A + CbA
V_C : W A + d',..A
(41)
(L5)
(h6)
( L_7)
sinZ;,c - 'Y - l < 1 02 (ks)
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DETEIU..!iNATION OF SHAPE OF SIIOC}[ AI,TD PHE:,SURE
DISTR!BUTi01_ f_LONG A BODY
The physical properties of supersonic flow pa_t a
body of revolution in axially s_nmotrica! flow can be
d-3t_rmi.u_d ste_ by steo by th_ 1_se of _quations (31)
to (36). Tb_,_ system of cuJ.cu!atioi_, is similar to that
for potential flow. If the body b_gins with a point
(r_fersnc_ 5), a cone tang,_nt to th<; body (fig. 2) can
be substituted for the front pa_'_t of the body. If -ooint A
is the point at which the body can no longer be considered
coincident with the tonG, th,_ velocity at point A is known
from the cone calculations (references 9 and i0); there-
fore, the shape of the chsrsc_ristic line AB of the first
family can be designed, because _ and _ corresponding
to diff._rent angles e are known from the cone calcula-
tions. At point A the bod_y turns through an angle A_
_nd tha flow und(rg_es a transform,itlon that is d<_tor-
miuablo b_; the la;-_s of t_-_o-dimonsional flow. The velocity
and direction of the flow after the deviation &_, ther._-
.o_ot_.._lines of
fore, and the tangents to the new characto-: _ "_
j • = --the fzrst _ami].v -"• ,. -_ Doint A. can bs_ designated At a nolnt B,
near point A, the intensity and direct]on of the velocity
are known; consequently, the tangent to the characteristic
l._n_ of ohm, second _.<mily can <,_ desi,<ned at ooint and
o__,_po_n_ C I can be located At ooint CI the physical
pro]?crtios can be c_Iou!':_.ted v._it]._,the equations of ooten-
tial flo_{ (equ<tions (8) and (_)) because the shock in
freest of Cho bod.v is conical. Pith the same system the
point Cn is determin.}_:',dfrom the point Bn on the shock waw).
In ord:_r to detormi-_e th9 flo:..:of the point Cn+ I on the shock
_ave, the equation across the shock and the equation for
th,_ characteristic liues of 'th,__first family must be used.
If _ is the anglo bet,_..)en the tanz<_nt to the shock and
the direction of velocity of flow in front of the shock,
6 the deviation of the direction of velocity across the
shock wave, and the subscripts a and b denote the
conditions ahead of and behind the shock, respectively,
the shock equations can be writt_n in the foilowi_g form
(reference Ii):
tan
tan (_ - 5)
2 . + (49-)
¥ + I b 2 S_-Ln (_ 5)
• /
18 ..... ..... }To. !Ix,
!
tan 6 _ (y + i
- i_ tan
/
c (5o)
Plo
_a
zr f
[Q,, 2 sin2c,i ay+ 1
Y (51)
Pa
% Y + i [a2 sln2c
+
sb - sa
_ R_ _ ! (l°6e_a +
(52)
(53)
I 2 I
-- -- I +
U,:2 y - i _l,,_b2
(54)
Equations (51) to (53) show that the general ccnSi-
tion for obtaining ootential flow behind the shock when
the flow in front of the shock is oosential is that Ma sin c
must be constant. Since the value of _-a _n front of
the shock is known from equs. tiens (£_-9) to (54), the
c_(sb- sa) d-,,
values of and -- can be determined as
d5 d6
functions of C and therefore the equation for the char-
acteristic lines of the first family (equation (25))
b e coI_!e s
W@C n - WC n sin3g_Cn
dx_@J de0 tan [_Cn do --.Cn
!TCn '_Cn YCn yR
+
@(Sb - Sa) 7
d_] = 0d5
_c
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where Wq_Cn is the velocity behind the shock, S_c n is
d_ d( sb - sa)
the entropy, -- and are coefficients that
d6 d6
correspond to a deviation across the shock for which the
velocity assumes the direction of _Cn, _'_Cn is the
velocity, and SCn is the entropy at the point Cn. _vhen
the value of 0¢ has been determined, the deviation
across the shock 6 and the corresponding values of W
and e can be determined at point Cn+ I.
In order to determine the velocity on the body at a
point AI, equation (26) is used. At point A I the value
of _ is known because the direction of the flow is
tangent to the body and, therefore, d_ is known;
ds
-- is also known because in equation (27) the value
dn
of sC corresoonds to the value of s at the point AI
and is equal to the value at point A, which is known from
the cone calculation. From the value of _.rj, the pressure
on the body relative to the pressure P0' (pressure for
zero velocity from isentropic transformation from the
conditions behind the shock) can be determined as
P - (i - W2) Y-I (56)
P0'
On the lip of the nose of an open-nose body a shock
wave that is a two-dimensional shock occurs; therefore,
the tangent to the shock on the lip is known and the
pressure and velocity behind the shock are also known
(equations (]_9) to (_lq)). In figure 3 the line AB and
the velocity behind the shock at ooint B are known, v_ith
equation (2i]) the velocity at point C can be calculated
v_'ith th,_ system just described, and from the point B the
point D along the characteristic line of the first family
can be calculated by equation (55)- From point D the
point E can be calculated and a point F can be inter-
polated, which permits the determination of points G and H.
Because the curvature of the shock near the lip is large,
a point C that is very near point A must be selected so
that correct interpolated values may be obtained. The
2O
point E can be recalculated fro<1 ]_oint G, and the points I
and TM _:_ca-CU..Lmt_d _.... poimt _'_,,,can be _ -- --_ in nrder to h_ve
a s,gcoi_d appro:<'._.Latiori.
For the case of two-dimensional flow the procedure
_,_o_,; equa-ls the same as that for, three-dimenslonal "
tions (_5) to ([_i[I)are used instead of the corresponding
equations ({_quations (31)to (56)).
,,ALPI....S OF APPLICATION OF ''_"A_'"'m_nTSTICS METHOD
L_.,_iATICNAL FLOW
Determination _f Shock Shape anQ Pressure Distribution
along the External Surface of a Slender
Open-Nose Body of '_{evo!utien
Theoretical. and experimental c::2Lcu]ations were made
to determine the stock shar)e a_d pr._ssur.e distribution
a].ong the c_te-n_ol_. surface ef a s!e-ader ouen-nose_. b_dy.,,,of
revolution 'the body con,_ ............. is the same body for
which ca!cu!at_'u_s of bh_ cxterllal pr_:_ssure distT, ibution
w<_re _,_ade b_ Bro_'p. a_d Parker of the Lsn,s!e? L._emor_La!
Aorom, utical Laboratory by use o.t'the s<zil-disturbance
theor_'. The ca]_.<;ul:_t'.c.n,s were m._,.]e for a free-stream
_iach .... '-,................mumo.:_ of 1 525, for .,'.4-_ieA a s_>_"_er ' photograph
taken d.mring tests :;-:,s J_V_t[i ]-S 1'-:;_-_:_ for c.or:oa.?ison of th(,
ca!cu]__ted "_,.ndtest rc,su]_t_.
!_:L order to dot.-_--:-_u,._,,,_._.. ..the Jmoortanc;_._ of rotation of
the flow, calcul,otio_,s for t]:.tc i"::'on_ part of the body were
also ,,,._:,d_ with _:-_;e ,_o-tentLa!-flov; charact.:_r:st'.c equatzons.
The r,esults of the,so calcu.!asm<n,s d_..,.ered only slightly
from thos_ obtained from t_e <.]L_r_ct_ristics r._ethod for
rob:_:tion._i flow b,z;caus:_ ,,h_ curvature of the shock was
very small° The ca]_culatinms '._ore begun v_,ith the deter-
ruination of the, tv{o-dimensional shoci:: on the lie of the
•:Lt]._n, is shownnose. The practical system of the oa]cul' °- s
ca_ct.!a_c, streamlinesin figure _I-,and in figure 5 the -I _ '*'
and shock-v,'ave shape are comr, are, d w_.t,h the shock-wave
shape obtained from test results, in figure 6 the _res-
sure distribution c_leul_tod bF the ohs_.:acteristics method
is compared wii.h the F,ressure distribution determined b_:
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the small-dlsturbance theory. The small-dlsturbance
theory _r_,ervalues the increaso in pressure
that occurs tmrough the shock, but the differences in the
results obtained by this method and those obtained by the
characteristics method are small.
Determination of Shock ShaDe, Streamlines, and Pressure
Distribution along the Internal Surface of a
Slender Open-Nose Body of Revolution
Three slender open-nose bodies with different conical
inlet angles are considered (figs. 7 to 12) and the super-
sonic part of the internal flow is studied for a free-
stream Mach number of 1.6. For this type of body the
internal shock produced at the lip of the inlet has a very
large curvature and the effect of rotation is therefore
very important. The calculations are extended to the
region in which the Mach number is l.O. The hypothesis
is made that subsonic boundary conditions and stability
considerations permit a subsonic flow at the end of the
supersonic flow such as results from the calculations.
The results of the calculations show that at the axis of
the inlet a normal shock always occurs and that the region
in which a strong shock occurs (with subsonic velocity
behind the shock) increases in exteusion with the increase
in angle of the internal cone. When the cone angle
approaches zero and the shock is a Mach wave, a complete
reflection occurs at the axis of the inlet and the exten-
sion of the strong shock is zero.
For large internal cone angles (figs. 9 to 12) the
shock is a simple shock that becomes normal in the central
part of the body of revolution. After the shock the
compression continues but the characteristic lines cannot
form an envelope. For small internal cone angles com-
pression occurs gradually and an envelope of Mach lines
occurs. The shock therefore reflects from the central
part and another shock is generated. The form of the
reflected shock is shown in figure 8. The ratio of the
_iameter of the region in which a strong shock occurs to
the diameter of the inlet as a function of the internal
cone angle is shown for _ = 1.6 in figure 13. The
results are interesting for the practical design of
supersonic inlets of slender shape because they show that
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for large cone angles the central part of the body of
revolution, in _vhich the compression is not very efficient,
".s large.
Determination of Physical Properties of the Internal Flow
throug_ an Inlet with a Central Body
For a ?,_achntur_ber of 1.6 an analysis of the shape of
an inlet with a central body was ma@e to aid in obtaining
high efficiency. The_retica!ly a supersonic diffuser with
or without a central body and having no shock losses or
shock drag can be obtained (reference 12); but for practical
use it is convenient to accept small shock drag in order
to avoid large friction drag. The inlet considered
(fig. i_) has a i0 ° central cone. The deviation across
the conical sb.ocl: Is _o T_ shock is reflected by a
cylinder that forms the external part of the inlet. The
reflectod shock oroduces rotational flow behind the shock
and the deviation across this shock cn the cylinder is 1°
and on the central body, 2°_3 '. If the central body
behind the shock has the same _irection as the velocity,
the shock will not be reflected and isentrooic compression
can be obtained behind the shock (fig. l_). _he__ design
of the central body, therefore, '_vasdetermined from the
calculation of the corresoonding stre&miine. The varia-
tion of the velecity along the external cylinder and the
value of the exit velocity were fixed_ and fr'om this
condition and the condition dependent on the shock, the
velocity at every oolnt _'as calculated. In or_er to avoid
errors stre_u tubes were desid<ned that oermitted, on the
basis of the ratio of the area ".n tho region of uniform
velocity to the area at the end of the stream_ tube, a
check on the :)recision of the mm_erical calculations.
The _,:_achmnnber in the minimcu_l section of the inlet was
fixed at a value larger than !.0 so that disturbances
from the subsonic Dart of the i'!ov__ would not cause
instability. The value chosen _as 1.09 .
If an effuser is connected _ith the diffuser, a body
of revolution with very !o_ _ slnock drag can be obtained
(fig. 15). The only pressure losses are the losses across
the two shocks, _'hich are very small; but for oractical
applications the friction losses are larger than for the
internal body alone. ._ oalance of ti_e pressure losses
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and __•__ction losses m_ist therefore be made in order to
e:.tamine the possibility of oractlcal use of this arrange-
ment.
CONCLUSIONS
k system for calculating the physical properties of
supersonic rotational flow v;ith axial symmetry and super-
sonic rotational f]ow in a two-dimensional field was
dete_nined by use of tile characteristics method. Practical
use of the system is based on a step-by-step procedure,
which requires long n_mericai calculations; but the
calculations for three-dimensional flow are of the same
type as for potential flow and, therefore, can be used
for the practical problems in which rotation is important.
Some applications v:ere ma@e to determine ti_e external and
interns] flow on bodies of revolution with axial s_w_metry,
and the following conclusions were indicated:
i. The effect of rotation is not very important if
the variation of entropy is small but is imoortant in the
study of internal flow, for which the variation of entropy
is usually large.
2 _hen the inlet ' a circular conical-channel, a• ..t,, S "
shock is produced at the lip of the inlet that becomes
stronger _._hen the shock approaches the axis of the inlet
and becomes a normal shock at the axis. The region for
wh.ich a strong shock occurs (with subsonic velocity benlnd
the shock) iI_creases _ith the increase of the angle of
internal cone.
5. If an inlet v,itb_ a central body is considered,
the method of characteristics p,,:rm±ts the design of an
internal-charn_el shape that, theoretically,, results in
very efficient recompeessian in the inlet; and, if an
effuser is connected with the diffuser, a body. of
revo!_It(on ':ith v<_ry s:_lall shoc_-:-u_vc f.:._ag can be deter-
mined.
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APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
TO SUPERSONIC ROTATIONAL FLOW
By Antonio Ferrl
September 1946
Page 12, equation (25): The last term on the left-hand side of
equation (25) should be preceded by a plus sign instead of a
minus sign.
Page 13,
line I: '_igure 2" should be "figure i."
equation (28): (sB sC) should be used instead of (sc - sB)
in the numerator on the right-hand side of equation (28).
line 2 under equation (28): '_quatlon (25)" should be
equation (27)."
Page 14,
equation (31): The fotu'th tezm on the right-hand side of
equation (31) should read as follows:
A(gf sin2_B + he sin2_A )
equation (32): The second term on the right-hand side of
equation (32) should be preceded by a minus sign instead of
a plus sign.
Page 16,
equation (41): The third term on the left-hand side of equation (41)
should be preceded by a plus sign instead of a minus sign.
equation (43): The expression in parentheses in the last term of
equation (43) should contain a plus sign instead of a minus sign;
thus
A(gf sin2_B + he sing_A )
equation (44): The lsst term on the right-hand side of equation (44)
should be preceded by a minus sign instead of a plus sign.
Page 18, equation (55): The factor before the brackets in the last
term on the left-hand side of equation (55) should be preceded by a
plus s_gn instead of a minus sign and should contain sin2 instead
of sinO; thus
sin2_Cn
+
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